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Coherent x-ray diffractive imaging is a nondestructive technique that extracts three-
dimensional electron density and strain maps from materials with nanometer resolution. It
has been utilized for materials in a range of applications, and has significant potential for
imaging buried nanostructures in functional devices. Here, we show that coherent x-ray
diffractive imaging is able to bring new understanding to a lithography-based nanofabrication
process for engineering the optical properties of semiconducting GaAs1-yNy on a GaAs
substrate. This technique allows us to test the process reliability and the manufactured
patterns quality. We demonstrate that regular and sharp geometrical structures can be
produced on a few-micron scale, and that the strain distribution is uniform even for highly
strained sub-microscopic objects. This nondestructive study would not be possible using
conventional microscopy techniques. Our results pave the way for tailoring the optical
properties of emitters with nanometric precision for nanophotonics and quantum technology
applications.
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Full control over size and distribution of semiconductornanostructures is mandatory for the fabrication of a numberof innovative devices, including photonic crystal structures.
Nonetheless, the control of the material properties in the growth
plane remains challenging. “Top-down” methods based on
lithographic processes allow production of highly uniform
quantum dot and wire arrays1. However, these nanostructures
often have poor optical properties. High-optical efficiency can be
obtained from quantum dots/wires spontaneously formed via
self-assembly in highly strained heterostructures (“bottom-up”
methods)2, although losing control in the spatial arrangement of
the self-assembled structures. This limits the freedom of mod-
ulating the in-plane optical properties, which is crucial in the
fabrication of photonic devices3.
Recently, a third route for engineering the in-plane properties
of a semiconductor has been demonstrated, by exploiting the
effects of hydrogen irradiation in dilute nitrides (in particular in
GaAs1−yNy)4. In these alloys, the substitution of few percents of
As atoms by N leads to strong nonlinear effects in the electronic
properties. In particular, it causes a giant reduction in the optical
band gap5. Post-growth irradiation with atomic hydrogen rever-
ses this band-gap change due to the formation of stable N-H
complexes that also modify, among other parameters, the crystal
lattice constant6. Thus, by allowing H incorporation in selected
regions of the sample, it is possible to achieve a spatially tailored
modulation of the band-gap energy as well as of the lattice
parameter in the growth plane4. This can be done by deposition
of masks, which impede H diffusion in defined regions of the
crystal7 (as sketched in Fig. 1a, b). This new route to in-plane
band-gap engineering is very promising: indeed, H-opaque masks
(HM) can be easily created by electron beam lithography (EBL),
providing size uniformity and exact positioning of the nanos-
tructures; moreover, in-plane band-gap profiles are erasable and
rewritable since hydrogenation effects are reversible8.
For nanophotonics and quantum technologies based on
hydrogenated dilute nitrides9, a big breakthrough would be to
push down this approach to the nanometer scale length. In a
proof-of-principle experiment, the realization of site-controlled
quantum dots with potential wells small enough to observe
quantum confinement has been achieved7,10; modern EBL sys-
tems allow one to make HM with a resolution of 10 nm11,12. In
order to control fabrication at the nanoscale, the need of a
nondestructive high-resolution imaging technique able to visua-
lize the obtained patterns is mandatory. Moreover, such a tech-
nique should be able to image individual nanostructures as these
may not be identical, especially during the stages of an optimi-
zation process. Unluckily, the spatial resolution of optical imaging
(micro-PL, micro-Raman) is restricted by the diffraction limit of
Fig. 1 Sketch of the HM-based fabrication process and pre-characterization. a Sketch of the micro-fabrication process described in the “Methods”
section, based on the use of lithography-defined hydrogen masks (HM) and H-ions irradiation: after removal of the mask a triangular GaAs1−yNy
microstructure is left in the epilayer, surrounded by hydrogenated GaAs1−yNy regions of larger out-of-plane lattice parameter. b Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image of the HM used in the process (an equilateral triangle of ~5 µm side), prior to mask removal. c Micro-Raman color intensity map
of the triangular GaAs0.991N0.009 object fabricated as sketched in a.
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the laser light used and it is not better than 1 μm; a micro-Raman
color intensity map of a structure fabricated using a triangular
HM of 5 μm lateral dimension is shown in Fig. 1c. This resolution
is not sufficient to demonstrate the regularity and geometrical
sharpness of the microstructures obtained; furthermore, micro-
PL and micro-Raman do not give direct access to the strain
distribution in the microstructures, especially along the
growth axis.
Electron microscopies such as transmission (TEM), scanning,
and scanning tunneling would be not suitable in this case because
of the low contrast between the hydrogenated and non-
hydrogenated sample sections. Furthermore, the nanostructures
need to be buried below the surface to obtain high optical quality
in devices and controlled confinement along the growth direction
for specific applications. Moreover, the preparation of thin sam-
ples for TEM would require a processing that can introduce
additional strain. An unusually large field of view would also be
required in TEM to visualize structures of ~5 μm lateral size.
In this article, we show how these issues can be efficiently
tackled using the coherent x-ray diffractive imaging (CDI) tech-
nique. CDI13–15 is a lensless imaging methodology at nanometer
spatial resolution, being it not limited by the size of the x-ray
beam. It can be used to reconstruct three-dimensional (3D)
electron density maps both in biology16,17 and materials
science18,19. The detailed 3D shape of micro/nanocrystals can be
reconstructed from the oversampled intensity distribution around
a Bragg diffraction spot, performing a rocking curve20. Moreover,
Bragg CDI (BCDI) gives access to the 3D crystalline lattice dis-
tortions and, therefore, to the strain distribution, in the direction
of the reciprocal lattice vector chosen21,22. BCDI was used, for
example, for imaging dislocation dynamics during phase trans-
formations23 and Pt nanocrystals deformation during catalytic
methane oxidation24. However, the enormous potential of BCDI
in the non-destructive imaging of buried, solid-state nanos-
tructures to be used in functional devices, which represents one of
the driving forces for the upgrade of the main synchrotron
facilities worldwide25, has not been fully exploited yet. The slow
progress is related to some technical issues in the imaging of
highly strained epitaxial nanostructures: first, the proximity of the
substrate Bragg peak and the scattering along the crystal trun-
cation rod produce a background signal that can overlap the
diffraction signal from the nanostructure, and second the sub-
strate strongly influences the strain state of the nanostructures. It
has been reported that in these conditions, and especially for
relatively large nano- and microstructures, reconstructions often
do not converge26 or the use of additional direct space constraints
in the reconstruction algorithms is needed to obtain
convergence27.
Nevertheless, since the contrast producing the image in BCDI
derives from the diffraction of a specific crystal structure, it is in
Fig. 2 BCDI results for a structure obtained with the 5-µm-side triangular mask and using the y= 0.9% GaAs1−yNy epilayer. a XRD pattern at the peak
of the [004] GaAs1−yNy rocking curve taken by a 13-µm-pixel size CCD camera. Intensity color map (right side) is in logarithm scale given as power of 10.
b Reconstruction of the amplitude of the complex density function giving the 3D shape of the fabricated microstructure; the two renderings use isosurfaces
equal to 50% of the amplitude maximum. The reconstructed triangle looks flat since the thickness of the original GaAs1−yNy epilayer (200 nm) is much
smaller than the object lateral dimensions. Resolution of the reconstructed image is about 85 nm, pixel size is 51 nm. c Reconstruction of the phase of the
complex density function, producing a 3D map of the out-of-plane atom displacement; the phase is represented by the phase values that intersect the
amplitude isosurface obtained at 50% of the amplitude maximum. The color scale has radians units, phase zero corresponding to the strain level of the
GaAs1−yNy alloy pseudomorphically grown on the GaAs substrate. d Reconstruction of the out-of-plane strain (εzz) calculated as the gradient of the out-of-
plane atom displacement field (uz) along the momentum transfer direction; the strain is represented by the strain values that intersect the amplitude
isosurface obtained at 50% of the amplitude maximum, the color scale is in percent. The displacement uz is related to the phase Φz through the relation Φz
= 4 × (2π/azGaAsN) × uz, where azGaAsN is the out-of-plane lattice parameter of GaAs1−yNy. In the Cartesian axis representation “z” indicates the vertical
direction, “y” the direction of the x-ray beam, “x” the direction transverse to the beam; the same representation is used in all figures. The full 3D
reconstructed complex density function is available upon request from the authors as a Matlab data file.
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principle possible to image micro- or nanostructures grown on a
substrate or embedded in a matrix, which would not be possible
with classical imaging methods. Successful reconstructions have
been obtained on other strained epitaxial systems such as silicon-
on-insulator and SiGe nanostructures28,29. In the present study,
we show that good quality 3D electron density and strain maps
can be extracted by BCDI in an even more challenging case,
where the GaAs0.991N0.009 planar structures under investigation
are directly grown on the substrate, and not supported by
amorphous oxide buffer layers. Here, the contrast producing the
images is created by the tiny separation of the Bragg peak of
GaAs0.991N0.009 from the one of the GaAs substrate (0.37% lattice
parameter mismatch) and the one of the surrounding hydro-
genated GaAs0.991N0.009 (GaAs0.991N0.009:H) walls (0.49% mis-
match)30.
Results
BCDI and FEA simulations of GaAs0.991N0.009 microstructures.
Figure 2a shows the distribution of the scattered intensity around
the GaAs1−yNy [004] reflection (Bragg angle ~31°) by the trian-
gular feature of Fig. 1c, when illuminated by a coherent x-ray
beam; the threefold symmetry comes from the fact that the dif-
fraction pattern is given by the square modulus of the Fourier
transform (FT) of the function describing the external shape of
the micro-object31. Figure 2b shows the amplitude of the complex
shape function (the physical GaAs1−yNy electron density)
reconstructed using the retrieval procedure described in the
experimental section. The resolution of the reconstructed 3D
image is about twelve times better than that obtained by optical
imaging (micro-PL and micro-Raman), thus allowing us to prove
the sharpness of the manufactured profiles. In Fig. 2c, we show
the phase of the complex shape function, which is proportional to
the atom displacements projected onto the reciprocal lattice
vector, related to the out-of-plane strain for a [004] Bragg
reflection. We apprehend from the figure that the atom dis-
placement is rather constant in the inner micro-triangle and the
only notable variations are observed at the borders with the
GaAs1−yNy:H barriers, characterized by a larger lattice parameter.
In Fig. 2d, we directly show the out-of-plain strain εzz calculated
as the gradient of the out-of-plain displacement field (uz) on the
momentum transfer direction32. Note that the values of εzz are
rather small far from the contours, despite the microstructure is
pseudomorphically strained to the substrate, since in our repre-
sentation the “zero level” for strain is given by the GaAs1−yNy
structure and not by the GaAs substrate.
In Fig. 3 the out-of-plane displacement maps extracted by
BCDI are compared with finite element analysis (FEA) simula-
tions performed as described in the “Methods” section. Here,
the displacement volume is bisected by a plane parallel to the
triangle surface to visualize an internal section. The simulations
confirm the experimental results: they show a flat strain
distribution in the inner triangle and a quite sharp variation
only in proximity of the borders. Moreover, the calculated out-of-
plane displacement field (uz) is in quantitative agreement with the
reconstruction, demonstrating the reliability of the imaging
method. In Fig. 3c one can note the sharpness of the lateral
Fig. 3 Comparison between BCDI results and FEA simulations for a triangular structure obtained with the 5-µm-side mask. a 2D slice through the 3D
reconstructed out-of-plane atom displacement along a plane parallel to the micro-triangle surface and bisecting its thickness (i.e., at z=+100 nm from the
substrate upper face), the bright area is delimited by the intersection with the isosurface used in Fig. 2b; similar images (not shown) are obtained cutting
with parallel planes at different heights. The displacement uz is related to the phase Φz through the relation Φz= 4 × (2π/azGaAsN) × uz, where azGaAsN is
the out-of-plane lattice parameter of GaAs1−yNy; the color scale is in Å. b FEA simulation corresponding to the displacement map of a, obtained as
described in the “Methods” section and in the Supplementary FEA section, color scale is in Å. c Displacement map obtained cutting the triangle with a
plane perpendicular to the surface, and passing by one vertex and bisecting the opposite edge, the vertex is at the right of the image, the substrate-side at
the bottom. d FEA simulation corresponding to the displacement map of c. The full amplitude and displacement volumes simulated by FEA are available
upon request from the authors.
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profile of the ~200-nm-thick layer, also well reproduced by the
simulations (Fig. 3d), which would be hard to probe experimen-
tally without the use of BCDI.
BCDI of microstructures with nonuniform strain distribution.
The agreement between BCDI and FEA calculations in Fig. 3
indicates that the fabricated microstructure has high strain uni-
formity; however, the investigation of several microstructures
reveals that statistically this is not always the case. In fact, some of
the micro-triangles exhibit more complex strain distributions
and/or structural relaxation, as the ones shown in Fig. 4. For these
microstructures, the 2D XRD patterns (Fig. 4a, b) show one or
more repetitions of the equilateral triangle FT; such replicas speak
for a distribution of the lattice parameter in the direction per-
pendicular to the growth plane. When in the XRD pattern the
intensity of the repetitions is weaker than the one of the main
triangle FT (about 2 orders of magnitude), upon reconstruction
we observe a nonuniform distribution of the out-of-plane strain
even far from the micro-triangle sides (Fig. 4c); however, the
phase variation remains limited and does not exceed π. On the
other hand, when the structural relaxation in the micro-object is
more significant and the intensity of the repetitions is comparable
to the one of the main triangle FT (<1 order of magnitude dif-
ference) (Fig. 4b), the reconstructed phase map is more dis-
ordered (Fig. 4d), showing phase wraps representative of larger
atom displacements (a phase wrap is a signature of a
displacement larger than the lattice spacing). When the strain
variation inside the micro-object is sufficiently large to produce
phase wraps, the reconstruction of the 3D shape of the object is
more complicated and we cannot exclude the presence of arte-
facts. Nevertheless, Fig. 4 demonstrates the potential of BCDI for
direct evaluation of the structural quality of the single micro-
structures produced via the new patterning process; such an
evaluation could be hardly carried out with more conventional
microscopy techniques.
BCDI and FEA of sub-microscopic GaAs0.958N0.042 structures.
In order to explore the possibility to drive the new fabrication
process down to the nanoscale, we performed BCDI on micro-
structures produced with HM of 500 nm side (Fig. 5a). From the
GaAs0.958N0.042 [004] XRD pattern shown in Fig. 5b, distin-
guishing the threefold symmetry of a triangle FT is not obvious
any more. A triangle-like shape is nevertheless recovered after
reconstruction, as shown in the phase map of Fig. 5c. Surpris-
ingly, phase variations in this map remain rather small (<±2
radians) when compared with the micrometric structures of
Figs. 2–4, even at the nano-triangle contours. This occurs in spite
of the higher N concentration in the GaAs0.958N0.042 triangle, and
of the consequent larger lattice mismatch with the
GaAs0.958N0.042:H walls. This is also confirmed by FEA simula-
tions (Fig. 5d). This result demonstrates the possibility of fabri-
cating highly strained nanostructures of arbitrary shape.
Fig. 4 BCDI of microstructures with less uniform strain distribution obtained with 5-µm-side triangular HM. a, b XRD patterns taken at the peak of the
[004] GaAs1−yNy rocking curve. c, d Relative reconstructed phase maps represented by the phase values that intersect the amplitude isosurfaces equal to
40% and 30% of the amplitude maximum, respectively. Intensity color map of the XRD patterns has logarithm scale given as power of 10, phases have
radians units. Resolution of the reconstructed images is about 83 and 90 nm, respectively; pixel size is 72 nm. Note that the XRD patterns are differently
oriented with respect to the one of Fig. 2a due to a different orientation of the micro-triangles with respect to the x-ray beam. In the Cartesian axis
representation “z” indicates the vertical direction, “y” the direction of the x-ray beam, “x” the direction transverse to the beam. The full 3D reconstructed
complex density functions for the two microstructures are available upon request from the authors as Matlab data files.
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However, the blurring of the reconstructed triangle profile sug-
gests that the precision of the fabrication process still needs
improvement; this consideration is possible thanks to the high
resolution (~25 nm) of the reconstructed image.
Discussion
We can say that the quality of all reconstructions shown is gen-
erally good, especially in the light of the pseudomorphic character
of our micro- and nanostructures, the direct epitaxy on a
resembling crystalline substrate, the structure size, and the
absence of additional direct space constraints in the reconstruc-
tion algorithms used. The problem of the scattering background
from the substrate tail and along the truncation rod, which often
affects similar experiments on highly strained epitaxial systems26,
has been dealt with by choosing N concentrations high enough to
obtain a sufficient separation of the GaAs1−yNy peak from the
substrate one for the [004] reflection, limiting in this way the
contribution of the background on the signal diffracted from
the sample.
In conclusion, we showed the high potential of strain-sensitive
BCDI for an insight into the micro- and nanofabrication process
of novel engineered components for photonic devices. We
demonstrated that the HM-based patterning of dilute nitrides is
able to produce regular and sharp geometrical objects on a few-
micron scale, with uniform strain distribution in the inner
microstructure. When the microstructure fabrication is success-
ful, the strain-field distribution varies only at the micro-object
contour, in agreement with FEA calculations; imaging this
strain variation is key for applications in, e.g., light-polarization
control33. BCDI also enables a quality evaluation of the
microstructures produced, spotting more complex strain dis-
tribution wherever the process is not optimal. Finally, we showed
that the BCDI resolution is sufficient to image shape and strain
distribution in objects with submicron dimensions; in this case
the strain distribution is narrow despite the larger lattice mis-
match between GaAs1−yNy and GaAs1−yNy:H. This result paves
the way for the realization of smaller unrelaxed nanostructures,
by improving the precision of the EBL-based mask fabrication
and the control of the hydrogen diffusion profile. It is worth
remarking here that the BCDI technique will become even more
powerful with synchrotron upgrades in the near future25. For the
SOLEIL storage ring, for example, an increase of about two orders
of magnitudes in brilliance, transverse coherence, and coherent
photon flux is foreseen; this will allow the study of smaller objects
down, at least, to a few tens of nm. The identification of a strain-
sensitive technique able to visualize at the nanoscale the patterns
obtained by spatially selective hydrogenation represents the first
step toward fulfilling the true potential of this fabrication process.
This will enable the fine-tuning of the optical properties of
quantum emitters via tailoring the nanostructures potential
profile, hence the realization of complex nanophotonic devices
such as single and entangled-photon sources, routers, switches,
and delay lines.
Methods
Sample fabrication. The micro- and nanostructures under study were obtained by
two GaAs1−yNy/GaAs epilayers: the first with y ~0.9% and thickness ~200 nm and
the second with y ~4.2% and thickness ~50 nm, both pseudomorphic to the GaAs
substrate. Hydrogenation was performed at 300 °C by irradiating the samples with
an H-dose of 2 × 1018 ions/cm2 (for the y ~0.9% sample) and 4 × 1018 ions/cm2 (for
the y ~4.2% sample), by means of a Kaufman ion source. The samples were
patterned by using triangular HM of side equal to 5 μm or 500 nm prior to
Fig. 5 BCDI and FEA of a structure fabricated with a 500-nm-side triangular mask and using the y = 4.2% GaAs1−yNy epilayer. a SEM image of the
500-nm-side hydrogen-opaque mask used to produce the GaAs1−yNy triangular structure. b XRD pattern taken at the peak of the GaAs1−yNy [004] rocking
curve by a 55-µm-pixel MAXIPIX 2D detector. Intensity color map (right side) is in logarithm scale given as power of 10. c Reconstruction of the phase of
the complex density function, producing a 3D map of the out-of-plane strain; the phase is represented by the phase values that intersect the amplitude
isosurface obtained at 35% of the amplitude maximum, the color scale has radians units. Resolution of the reconstructed image is about 25 nm, pixel size is
22 nm. d FEA simulation corresponding to the phase rendering of c.
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hydrogenation (the out-of-plane dimension of the GaAs1−yNy micro- and nanos-
tructures is set by the epilayer thickness). In order to have better statistics on the
reliability of the fabrication process, arrays of microstructures covering a large area
of the epilayers were created maintaining a separation of 200 µm along the two in-
plane directions between two adjacent microstructures, which was sufficient to
illuminate single micro-objects using a coherent x-ray beam. EBL-defined masks
were patterned out of a H-opaque, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) negative resist
using a Vistec EBPG 5HR EBL system working at 100 kV. After the hydrogenation,
and before performing the sample analysis, the HSQ masks were removed by
chemical etching in an aqueous solution of potassium borates and potassium
hydroxide.
Optical microscopy characterization. The experimental setup for micro-Raman
measurements (Fig. 1c) comprised a He–Ne laser (λ= 633 nm), an XY linear
positioning stage, an optical confocal microscope system, a spectrometer with 1200
groves/mm gratings, equipped with a charge-coupled device (CCD) photodetector.
The laser beam was focused to a diameter d ≈ 1 μm using a 100× objective and the
micro-Raman spectra were measured at low power (P ~0.1 mW) to avoid lattice
heating and hydrogen removals. The Raman map was obtained by plotting the
micro-Raman intensity at 290 cm-1 corresponding to the main longitudinal optical
LOГ-mode of GaAsN.
Coherent x-ray diffraction (CXD) imaging. CDI was performed in Bragg geo-
metry at the CRISTAL and SIRIUS beamlines of SOLEIL synchrotron (Saint-
Aubin, France) selecting the [004] crystal plane reflection of GaAs1−yNy. A sketch
showing the geometrical configuration used in the experiments is provided in
Supplementary Fig 1. We selected for all experiments incident photon energy of
8.5 keV by using a Si-(111) monochromator (energy resolution better than 1 eV).
The incident x-ray beam was delimited by high precision slits in order to select its
coherent part and produce a spot on the sample slightly larger than the micro-
structure under analysis (10 µm2 for the objects obtained with the 5 µm-side HM),
as required by the reconstruction procedures employed. The photon flux on the x-
ray spot was about 3 × 107 ph/s. As for the objects manufactured with the 500 nm
mask, we used a system of gold Fresnel zone plate lenses (FZP) focusing the
coherent x-ray beam to a spot of about 1 × 2 µm2 (HxV). The FZP used have 20 cm
focal length, 100 nm outer zone, 295 µm diameter, and 1.4 µm thickness. The flux
on the x-ray spot was about 108 ph/s. Two different 2D position-sensitive detectors
were used to collect the diffraction pattern: an ANDOR back-illuminated CCD
camera with pixel size= 13 µm and a MAXIPIX hybrid pixel detector with pixel
size= 55 µm. The sample-detector distance was 1.77 and 2.10 m for the big and
small triangle, respectively. The 3D CXD patterns were acquired as rocking curves
of the sample, rotating in 65 steps of 0.0015° about a horizontal axis for the 5 µm
objects and in 101 steps of 0.003° for the 500 nm objects. For the 5 µm structures
we accumulated 200 images (~1 s per image) per step in order to record the
diffraction pattern, while for the 500 nm structures we accumulated 50 images per
step. The CXD patterns were inverted to images with a phase retrieval algorithm,
following support-based phasing using a version of Fienup’s hybrid input–output34
and error reduction (ER) algorithm21,22,35. We also used a custom version of the
“shrink wrap” method36 to determine the support region of the object. The reso-
lution of the reconstructions (given in the figure captions along with the pixel size)
has been quantified by performing linecuts at the surface of the reconstructed
crystals; a Gaussian distribution has been fitted to the derivative of the edge and the
average 1σ width of the Gaussians obtained from linecuts along the three Cartesian
directions is retained as resolution value37. Similar values have been obtained by
measuring the radially averaged phase retrieval transfer function (PRTF) and
taking the spatial frequency point where the PRTF drops below 1/e, where e is the
Euler’s number38,39.
FEA simulations. As also discussed in the Supporting Information, two separate
rounds of FEA simulations are required to compute the effects of spatially selective
H irradiation on the structural properties of a GaAs1−yNy/GaAs epilayer. As
detailed in Ref. 33, the first round of simulations is based on the diffusion-reaction
equations introduced in Ref. 40, and it allows us to model the process of H diffusion
in a GaAs1−yNy sample partially covered with a H-opaque triangular mask. Pro-
vided that the simulations are correctly calibrated—by making sure that the time
required to fully passivate the epilayer matches the one observed in the experiments
—the solutions to these equations yield accurate concentration “maps” for the N-H
complexes responsible for N passivation (see Supporting Information) after a given
hydrogenation time. In turn, these concentration maps allow us to directly quantify
the expansion locally induced in every point of the GaAs1−yNy lattice by the
presence of N-H complexes. This information provides us with the initial condi-
tions required by the second round of FEA simulations, which enables us to
evaluate the six components of the (anisotropic) strain tensor—and, thus, the
lattice parameter and the atomic displacements— in every point of the computa-
tional domain. As illustrated in Figs. 3 and 5, the displacement in the z direction
can be directly compared with BCDI data, providing very useful information both
on the reliability of this modern characterization technique and on the perfor-
mance of our nanofabrication method. As for the boundary conditions used for the
determination of the strain, the computational domain was a 15 × 15 × t slab, where
t is the thickness of the GaAsN epilayer under consideration. Continuous periodic
boundary conditions were imposed in-plane, whereas a fixed constraint was
applied to the bottom surface of the slab, so as to simulate the effect of the
substrate. Having obtained the concentrations of all the N-nH complexes present
in the sample from our simulation of the H diffusion process, we can compute the
relaxed lattice parameter for the GaAsN:H alloy in every point of the epilayer, a,
based on the equation
a ¼ aGaAs þ bN3H ´ nN3H  bN ´ nN
Here, aGaAs is the lattice parameter of GaAs, nN and nN3H are the concentrations
of unpassivated N atoms and of N-3H complexes, respectively, while bN3H= 0.46
Å41 and bN= 1.12 Å42 are the coefficients giving the effects of N-3H and N on the
lattice constant. We can thus estimate the variation of a (with respect to aGaAs) in
every point of the epilayer, which can then be included among the initial conditions
of our FEM simulation as a local expansion/contraction of the lattice. The
computed strain distribution stems directly from this initial lattice deformation,
combined with the presence of the fixed constraint at the bottom of the epilayer.
Data availability
The data supporting the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon reasonable request.
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